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Who We Are
Developing, designing and manufacturing groundbreaking medical instrumentation in close collaboration with our valued customers.
Learn More
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Working With Us
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As a proven medical contract manufacturing, engineering and design firm, KMC Systems wants to be your center of excellence.


Quality Assurance
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Quality assurance is at the heart of everything KMC Systems does, operating an FDA-inspected site with numerous industry audits every year.


Supply Chain
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As a wholly owned subsidiary of Elbit Systems of America, KMC Systems has access to a world-class, global supplier base.







Services
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Engineering & Design
Partner with KMC Systems and our engineers to solve medical engineering and design challenges, leveraging our proven expertise in conceiving innovative, highly-automated solutions.
Learn More
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[image: A KMC team member working on the Manufacturing floor.]
Manufacturing Services
The ultimate medical contract manufacturing partner for innovative, full-system instrumentation, comprised of manufacturing engineers, skilled assemblers, supply chain professionals, and experienced line managers.
Learn More
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Capabilities


Agriculture
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With growing demand to ensure the global population is fed, breakthrough technology in the sequencing of DNA may help to engineer crops for higher yield.



Acute Medical Care Device
[image: ]
Put your finger on the pulse of innovation and automation in acute medical care instrumentation



Animal Sciences
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Recognizing the importance of automated lab solutions in both the healthcare and animal science space



Cell & Gene Therapy
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Putting us at the forefront of Cell & Gene Therapy innovation, KMC is ready to take on the next frontier for pharmaceuticals



Bio-Processing
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Advancing the science of personalized medicine to create a new generation of instruments



In-Vitro Diagnostics
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Manufacturing world-class in-vitro diagnostic instrumentation, leveraging our expertise to bring state-of-the-art platforms



Liquid Biopsy
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An emerging healthcare market trend with expected growth and market penetration



NGS
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Envisioning a way to move NGS from the research lab bench to a medical facility, providing critical information faster



Pharmaceuticals & Biotech
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Automating and integrating complex processes to advance life sciences
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Building a better tomorrow, together.
KMC Systems, an Elbit Systems of America company, offers an ecosystem of engineering and innovation to develop the most advanced clinical and operational solutions for leading life science customers in the intelligent lab and fluidic automation space.  






Who We Are
About Us
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What We Do
Our Services
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News & Press
Get the Updates
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Contact
Let Us Help You
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Partner with Experts in Innovation, Automation and Integration
With over 40 years of medical instrumentation experience, KMC Systems is the leading expert in intelligent lab automation. To date, KMC has built and manufactured enough testing equipment, that at full test capacity, could test over 1 billion people translating into nearly 1/7th of the world’s population, testing for COVID-19, Cancers and other critical illnesses and allergies, helping to improve patient diagnosis and care around the world.
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Working With Us
Collaborate with our team of experts - from proof of concept and design through medical manufacturing and post-launch support. 


[image: ]From Concept to Creation
We'll bring together a dedicated team of specialists to turn your concept into ground-breaking instrumentation devices.
Learn More
[image: Learn More Below]

[image: ]Total Product Life Cycle Management
KMC Systems has developed customized processes to enable end-to-end visibility and optimization of your product.
Learn More
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[image: ]Supply Chain Management
Experts at sourcing, qualifying and orchestrating the timely delivery of materials while exploiting economies of scale.
Learn More
[image: Learn More Below]

[image: ]Quality Assurance & Compliance
When you partner with us, you're partnering with an FDA registered, ISO compliant provider.
Learn More
[image: Learn More Below]


Collaborate with our team of experts - from proof of concept and design through medical manufacturing and post-launch support. 
KMC Systems is a a proven medical contract manufacturing, engineering and design firm, and we want to be your center of excellence. Let us be your partner in your groundbreaking product and we'll work with on everything you might need from determining feasibility to supply chain management.
Show Me How
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[image: Workers in the KMC Engineering lab. ]



Total Product Life Cycle Management (TPLM)
KMC Systems has developed customized, FDA compliant practices, processes, and systems to enable end-to-end visibility, accountability, and optimization of your product value chain from initial concept to sustaining engineering.
Learn More
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[image: An instrument in KMC manufacturing.]



Source, qualify, and orchestrate a timely delivery of materials and parts
Experts in supply chain management, KMC Systems is adept at sourcing, qualifying and orchestrating the timely delivery of materials and parts while exploiting economies of scale. You’ll benefit from participation in the trusted and established global supply network of our parent company, Elbit Systems, Ltd.
Show Me How
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[image: A team working on the Manufacturing floor.]



Assurance for your company and your product
Quality assurance is ingrained in our culture. Our customers know that when they partner with KMC Systems they are partnering with an FDA registered, ISO compliant provider. Our robust Quality Management System (QMS) ensures your compliance with FDA Quality Systems Regulation 21 CFR Parts 820, 803 and 806 as well as ISO 13485:2016.
Learn More
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Our Capabilities
We take pride in integrating various technologies to enable the automation of your biomedical breakthroughs. Have a look around our work section to learn more about how our commitment to reliability, quality, and innovative design have resulted in the manufacturability and serviceability of some of the most innovative and complex clinical instruments in the world.


Acute Medical Care Device
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Put your finger on the pulse of innovation and automation in acute medical care instrumentation
Learn More
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Agriculture
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With growing demand to ensure the global population is fed, breakthrough technology in the sequencing of DNA may help to engineer crops for higher yield.
Learn More
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Animal Sciences
[image: Arrow]
Recognizing the importance of automated lab solutions in both the healthcare and animal science space
Learn More
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Bio-Processing
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Advancing the science of personalized medicine to create a new generation of instruments
Learn More
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Cell & Gene Therapy
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Putting us at the forefront of Cell & Gene Therapy innovation, KMC is ready to take on the next frontier for pharmaceuticals
Learn More
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In-Vitro Diagnostics
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Manufacturing world-class in-vitro diagnostic instrumentation, leveraging our expertise to bring state-of-the-art platforms
Learn More
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Liquid Biopsy
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An emerging healthcare market trend with expected growth and market penetration
Learn More
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NGS
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Envisioning a way to move NGS from the research lab bench to a medical facility, providing critical information faster
Learn More
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Pharmaceuticals & Biotech
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Automating and integrating complex processes to advance life sciences
Learn More
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Resources
Access to our white paper, capabilities brochure, and more.

[image: A picture of the KMC brochure.]KMC Systems' Capability Brochure & Services Information
Download Brochure
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[image: A KMC team member speaking at a local school.]Updates into the world of KMC with investor news and articles
News
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[image: A KMC team member working on the Manufacturing floor.]Join a talented and growing team of engineers
Careers
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Contact us today to learn how we can bring your product to life. 
What's Your Challenge?What We Do




[image: ]Solving Complex Engineering and Manufacturing Challenges For Leading Life Science and Diagnostic  Companies
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